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Quenching of capillary waves in composite wetting films from a binary vapor:
An x-ray reflectivity study
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~Received 8 June 2000; published 18 April 2001!

We report x-ray reflectivity measurements of the internal structure of thin wetting films formed on a silicon
substrate from the vapor of a binary mixture of methylcyclohexane~MC! and perfluoromethylcyclohexane
~PF!. At T530 °C ~below the bulk consolute temperature ofTc'46 °C) variation in the difference in tem-
perature between the substrate and the vapor induces changes in film thickness~25 to 135 Å) that are consis-
tent with complete wetting of both surfaces, with a MC-rich phase wetting the substrate and a PF-rich phase
wetting the free surface. The width of the internal liquid/liquid interface, however, is found to be noticeably
smaller than values predicted from the convolution of the intrinsic interfacial profile between bulk liquids with
the capillary wave roughness as modified by dispersion interactions with the substrate. The difference is
attributed to the effects of confinement. Although the width of the liquid/liquid interface is less well defined
above the consolute point (T560 °C), we still find PF enrichment at the free surface and MC enrichment at
the substrate.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.205405 PACS number~s!: 68.03.2g, 68.08.Bc
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of thin fluid wetting films are im
portant for a variety of processes, such as lubrication, ad
sion, catalysis, painting, and coating. In addition, the exp
mental and theoretical study of wetting phenomena over
last three decades has contributed significantly to the cur
understanding of statistical physics.1,2 When wetting phe-
nomena occur within confined geometries as, for example
the case of fluids condensing in porous media3–5 the interest-
ing new physics involves understanding the competition
tween the intrinsic bulk properties and the finite length sc
of the confinement. The problem becomes more interes
when the unconfined liquid displays critical phenome
such as for a binary liquid phase in the vicinity of a cons
lute point.6–8

In the present paper we report x-ray reflectivity measu
ments of wetting films formed on flat Si substrates from
vapor of a binary mixture of methylcyclohexane~MC! and
perfluoromethylcyclohexane~PF!. Confinement is between
the Si substrate and the free surface of the finite thickn
wetting film. The fact that confinement is in one rather th
three dimensions as in porous matter simplifies certain
pects of the theoretical problem while allowing direct me
surement of fundamental phenomena such as the width o
internal interface between separate phases. This is a diffi
quantity to measure and virtually all of the published expe
mental information concerns the interface between sepa
phases in binary mixtures of long-chain polymers.9–11 In
general the observed interfacial widths are smaller than
pected and this has motivated a number of theoretical12 and
computer simulation studies;13–15however, the discrepancie
are still unexplained.11

The wetting films in the present study are formed from
binary mixture of the comparatively small molecules me
ylcyclohexane and perfluoromethylcyclohexane. The thi
ness of these films is controlled through differential heat
0163-1829/2001/63~20!/205405~16!/$20.00 63 2054
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of the substrate with respect to the surrounding vapor, wh
in turn is in equilibrium with a liquid reservoir of the mix
ture. X-ray reflectivity is sensitive to electron densities
ångstrom length scales and has been applied successfu
obtain ångstrom level measurements of interfacial structu
in numerous liquids and solids. In our system the bulk el
tron densities of MC and PF differ by close to a factor of
which makes x rays very well suited to investigate sm
density or concentration variations.

The much studied binary mixture MC/PF has a conv
niently located upper critical solution temperature ofTc

'46 °C.16–20At T'30 °C, in the region of two-phase coex
istence, we find clear phase separation within thin wett
films over a range of film thicknesses, with the liquid/liqu
interface approximately in the middle of the film. This a
lows investigation of the interfacial width as a function
distance from the substrate. Similar to the experiments
polymer films we find the width to increase monotonica
with the total thickness of the film and thus with the distan
between the two confining surfaces. We calculate the
pected width as a convolution between the intrinsic wid
and capillary wave~CW! roughness, assuming that the latt
is limited only by long-range van der Waals forces. T
width of the intrinsic profile is estimated from an extensi
of a regular solution model developed by Wynblattet al.21

However, we observe the experimentally determined wi
to remain smaller than calculated values by factors of 2 to

The behavior of film thickness versus temperature off
DT between substrate and vapor is consistent with comp
wetting of the substrate by an MC-rich phase and of the f
surface by a PF-rich phase. This is a direct experime
observation of the thermodynamically stable composite w
ting film that was predicted by Evans and co-workers.22,23

Above the consolute point, in the single-phase region
the bulk phase diagram atT'60 °C, our results are les
definitive. However, the density profile across the wetti
films is still nonmonotonic, indicating that the preferenti
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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adsorption that exists below the consolute point also prev
far aboveTc .

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We fi
describe the experimental setup and measurement techn
in Sec. II. Next we discuss some issues relevant for refl
tivity modeling and theoretical predictions for the liqui
liquid and liquid/vapor interfacial widths and wetting beha
ior for PF/MC on Si. We then present the results
measurements of the density profiles, interfacial widths,
wetting behavior, and compare them in Sec. IV with pred
tions from a regular solution model. We discuss our findin
further in Sec. V and summarize in Sec. VI. In the Append
we present approximation methods to estimate the effect
confinement on CW roughness.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Wetting chamber and sample preparation

The experimental design is similar to the one used pre
ously by Tidswellet al.24 to study the wetting properties o
several liquids. An isothermal chamber is loaded w
enough liquid to produce saturated vapors of the substa
to be studied. The substrate to be wetted is heated to a hi
temperature such that the chemical potential of the liquid
the condensed film is above that of the reservoir. Althou
the system is not homogeneous across the volume of the
the adsorbed film is in thermal equilibrium at well-defin
temperature, pressure, and chemical potential, and grad
across the thickness of a film are negligible.

In order to optimize temperature stability and homoge
ity, the sample chamber was constructed from two concen
independently temperature controlled cells, surrounded b
further layer of conventional foam insulation. The inner ce
made of oxygen-free high-conductivity copper!, contains the
substrate and the liquid mixture. The temperature of the
bient vapor,T, at the bottom of the inner cell and the tem
perature of the substrate,T1DT, were measured with ther
mistors that were periodically calibrated with respect to e
other. Temperature stability was of the order61 mK over a
few hours. The uncertainty inDT is conservatively estimate
to be no more than 5 mK. Two small beryllium window
allow x rays to enter and exit the inner cell with minim
attenuation. All metallic surfaces are gold coated. Before
ing the cell all parts and walls are cleaned with acetone
methanol, followed by a final rinse with methylcyclohexa
~95%!. The cell is then slightly heated and blown dry wi
high-purity Ar gas, and subsequently stored in a glove b
under an Ar atmosphere.

The substrate was the~111! surface of a thin Si crysta
(3231932.5 mm3). Before mounting the substrate unde
goes a cleaning cycle consisting of three ultrasonic bath
the order trichloroethylene, acetone, and methanol, follow
by rinsing in water, boiling in a sulfuric acid/hydrogen pe
oxide ~70/30% by volume! mixture for 30 minutes at 70 °C
and extensive rinsing in water.25 The wafer is then stored
under water for short times until the sample cell is ready
mounting. All water used is ultrapure~resistivity
518.2 MV cm). After removing the substrate from the w
ter it is blown dry under a high-purity Ar stream and intr
20540
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duced into the glove box, where it is attached to its hold
which is suspended from the lid of the inner cell. Methylc
clohexane~MC, 99%! and perfluoromethylcyclohexane~PF,
95%! were purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. and us
without further purification. Before sealing the inner ce
with an indium ring it was filled with 3 ml of MC and 3.125
ml of PF at room temperature. With a free inner cell volum
of about 115 cm3 we estimate the bulk liquid to be within
1% of its critical concentration ofxc550 vol % after equili-
bration at 30 °C. X rays strike the substrate 4 cm above
liquid surface.

In a typical experiment the temperature for the inner c
is set and a constant power is applied to the substrate he
Liquid and vapor equilibrate, saturating the vapor phase,
a wetting film condenses from the vapor onto the substr
Its thickness is always finite due to the offset in gravitation
potential between film and liquid reservoir. However, sin
the substrate is kept at a temperatureDT aboveT, the ad-
sorbed film is always thinner than the value expected from
saturated vapor. The chemical potential difference betw
wetting film and vapor is determined byDT, which in turn
fixes the thickness of the wetting film. The temperature
the inside of the cell increases slightly with increasingDT.
We expect the effects of these shifts inT to have a negligible
influence on the thermodynamics of the system, except in
proximity of the critical point.

Measurements begin only afterT and DT have not
changed over a period on the order of an hour. At that po
an x-ray angle of incidence is selected for which the refl
tivity is very sensitive to changes in film thickness. It is on
after the reflected intensity at that angle has remained c
stant on the order of an hour that we begin systematic refl
tivity measurements. At eachDT we perform at least two
sets of scans to verify the absence of drifts in either fi
thickness or composition, which can arise from changes
temperature or from radiation damage to the substrate. W
this protocol 2 to 4 values ofDT can be measured in a 2
hour period.

B. X-ray measurements

Specular x-ray reflectivity is sensitive to the average el
tron density profile along the direction normal to the surfa
In a reflectivity measurement the reflected intensityI is mea-
sured as a function of the incident anglea to the surface,
while keeping the detector at an angleb5a to maintain the
specular condition~see Fig. 1!. The wave vector transfer in
vacuum is given asq5qz5(4p/l)sin(a), with l being the
x-ray wavelength.

We collected x-ray reflectivity data from two fillings o
the wetting cell at the rotating anode x-ray source of
Harvard Materials Research Laboratory, and from th
separate fillings at beamline X22A at the National Synch
tron Light Source~NSLS! at Brookhaven National Labora
tory.

Measurements taken at the rotating anode utilized
Ka1 radiation (l51.5405 Å) selected with a Ge~111!
monochromator. The scattering plane and surface nor
were horizontal. The incident beam typically was defined
5-2
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slits of height 2 mm and width 0.05 mm at a distance
about 30 cm before the sample. Detector slits of height 6
and width 1 mm were situated 30 cm after the sample.

The wavelength used at beam line X22A of the NSLS w
1.197 Å. The beam was focused vertically by a bent mirr
A sagittally focusing Si~111! monochromator was defocuse
horizontally for most of the measurements to minimi
radiation-induced changes in the wetting properties of
substrate. At X22A the direction of the incident beam
fixed and scattering is measured in the vertical directi
Consequently, in order to vary the angle of incidence rela
to the substrate the orientation of the surface normal
varied from pointing upwards (a50) to no more than 4 °
from that direction (qz,0.75 Å21). The incident beam size
was defined by slits placed about 407 mm before the sam
~0.05 mm high and 0.6 mm wide!. On the detector side on
set of slits (232 mm) at the entrance of an evacuated be
path 181 mm from the sample served to reduce backgro
scattering. Detector slits of height 1.2 mm and width 1.0 m
were placed 530 mm after the sample. Since the ang
spread in the substrate surface normal is negligible comp
to the vertical divergence of the incident beam, the la
determines the resolution inqz , which we estimate to be
2.631024 Å 21. In order to remove effects of diffuse sca
tering from anything other than the sample surface o
specular scattering was measured ata5b60.1 deg and sub-
tracted from the intensity at the specular condition.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. X-ray reflectivity

When dealing with scattering from liquid surfaces it
important to remember that as a result of thermal excita
the height-height correlations induced by long capilla
waves between two points on the surface exhibit a logar
mic dependence on distance that is only terminated thro
the effects of either gravity26–28 or van der Waals attraction
between liquid and substrate.29,30 This effect has been stud
ied by a number of workers.~References 31 and 32 are som

FIG. 1. Scattering geometry for specular reflectivity (a5b).
The schematically shown stratified model for the density pro
along the film normal consists of the semi-infinite substrateS ~den-
sity r` , roughnesss1), an MC-rich layerM ~thicknessd1, density
r1), and a PF-rich layerP ~thicknessd2, densityr2). The width of
the liquid/liquid interface is given bys2, and the width of the
liquid/vapor interface bys3.
20540
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additional examples.! For most reflectivity measurements th
experimental conditions are such that the surface struc
can be understood as a convolution of the thermal roughn
with a suitably defined local structure that is not very diffe
ent from the way one would interpret the reflectivity in th
absence of logarithmic behavior. For more complex laye
surfaces the effects can be subtle; however, it is fortun
that these subtle effects are not really important for the m
surements to be reported here. A detailed discussion of t
effects will be presented elsewhere;33 however, in order to
give the reader some confidence in the present results
basic ideas are sketched below.

In general the specularly reflected intensityR(qz) from
any surface can be calculated from the convolution betw
a general expression for the differential scattering cross
tion ds/dV and an instrumental resolution function center
at the specular condition,qxy50.26,27 If the surface consists
of N distinct layers on a substrate~i.e., N11 interfaces!,
R(qz) can be represented in the Born approximation~BA! as

R~qz!

RF~qz!
5 (

i 51

N11

@Q i~qz!#
2e2qz

2s i i
2 (qz)

1 (
i 5” j

N11

Q i~qz!Q j~qz!e
2qz

2s i j
2 (qz)cos~qzdi j !, ~1!

where Eq.~1! is normalized to the Fresnel reflectivityRF(qz)
from an ideal substrate/vacuum interface with a step elec
density profile. The expression in Eq.~1! is valid for angles
a>(425)ac , whereac is the critical angle for total exter
nal reflection@qc5(4p/l)sin(ac)50.0317 Å21 for Si#.

The functionsQ i(qz) representing the theoretical scatte
ing amplitude from thei th interface when thermal fluctua
tions are neglected contain detailed information about
local electron density profile across the interface. The te
di j denote the average distance along the surface norma
tween the i th and j th interfaces. The effects of surfac
roughness, whether static or thermal, are included in
Debye-Waller-like factors

e2qz
2s i j

2 (qz)5
1

~2p!2E
qxyPqres

d2qxyE
A
d2r xy

3eiqW xyrWxye2
1
2 qz

2^[ui (r xy)2uj (0)]2&, ~2!

where qres is the projection of the experimental resolutio
volume onto theqxy plane andui(r xy) describes the fluctua
tions in the height of interfacei.

The subtleties referred to earlier have to do with the d
ferences in the way in which the correlation functio
^ui(r xy)uj (0)& behave for different systems. The simple
case might be a surface with a rigid local structure who
position along the surface normal fluctuates because of t
mally excited capillary waves. For such a system the diff
ent correlation functions are all proportional to one anot
and the reflectivity can be expressed as34

R~qz!

RF~qz!
5U E

2`

`

dz
d

dzF ^r~z!&
r`

Ge2 iqzzU2

, ~3!

e
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wherer` is the bulk electron density of the substrate.
For more realistic models ^ui(r xy)uj (0)&

Þ^uk(r xy)ul(0)& and this simple expression cannot be us
When these inequalities are combined with the fact that
resolution areaqres varies with the incident angle, theqz
dependence of the variouss i j (qz) Debye-Waller-like factors
in Eq. ~2! becomes complicated. Fortunately these compli
tions are not important for the present measurements.

The binary MC/PF wetting films on a Si substrate stud
here can be well described by a two-layer, three-interf
model. The substrate/liquid interface (i 51) is assumed to be
flat with a finite fixed roughness. The fluctuations at t
liquid/liquid ( i 52) and liquid/vapor (i 53) interfaces and
the cross-correlations between them should be determ
primarily by the interfacial tensionsg i and van der Waals
interactions. Quantitiative estimates based on these fo
and the relevant experimental parameters indicate that fo
range ofqz in our measurements the integrals in Eq.~2! can
be evaluated by treatinĝui(r xy)uj (0)&!^ui(0)2&,^uj (0)2&
for all i , j .35 Consequently, all of the reflectivity data pre
sented here can be analyzed based on a one-dimens
~1D! average electron density profilêr(z)&. The simplest
conceivable model that fits the data well is given by a tw
box model consisting of the Si substrate~electron density
r`) and two layers of densitiesr1 andr2 and thicknessesd1
and d2 for the wetting film. All interfaces are assumed
have error function profiles, consistent with Gaussian rou
nesses. We parametrize the density profile as follows:

^r~z!&
r`

511
1

2
~f121!F11erfS z

A2s1
D G

1
1

2
~f22f1!F11erfS z2d1

A2s2
D G

2
1

2
f2F11erfS z2~d11d2!

A2s3
D G , ~4!

where f i5r i /r` , s1 is the roughness for the substrat
liquid interface,s2 the roughness for the liquid/liquid inter
face between the two layers, ands3 the roughness for the
liquid/vapor interface. In this model, both the intrinsic inte
facial width and the mean-square fluctuations of the inte
cial height of interfacei are contained in the roughness p
rameters i .

At T530 °C the relative bulk densities for the pure li
uids fPF andfMC are 0.730 and 0.374, respectively. Bas
on the phase diagram by Heady and Cahn17 the correspond-
ing values for the coexisting phases in the bulk mixture
0.677~PF-rich! and 0.424~MC-rich!, i.e., there is good con
trast to detect phase separation with x-ray measureme
Layer thicknesses can be extracted from the periods of c
acteristic oscillations~Kiessing fringes! in the reflectivity.

If the wetting film covering the substrate were homog
neous, then for the materials properties just discussed
single value off15f25f,1. It is straightforward to dem-
onstrate that forf,1 the maximum value of the ratio
R(qz)/RF(qz)5(122f)2<1. On the other hand, if the wet
20540
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ting film consists of two distinguishable layersR/RF.1 is
only possible if f2.f1. The conclusion is that for this
model, observation ofR/RF.1 for any qz implies that the
electron density profile is nonmonotonic.

In our films r(z) varies over distances comparable
qc

21 , and the reflectivity contains important informatio
close to the critical angle. For quantitative data analysis
therefore employ the Parrat formalism,36 whereqz is a com-
plex number that depends on the index of refraction a
absorption in each layer. This formalism remains valid clo
to the critical angle. We use two slightly different methods
implement it. In the first method~method I! the density pro-
file is represented as a two-box model with sharp interfac
Interfacial roughness is included through multiplication
reflected and transmitted waves by terms}exp
(2qz,iqz,i11si

2), with qz,i andqz,i 11 being the complex wave
vector transfers in the layers bordering interfacei.26,37 This
treatment becomes inaccurate when the roughnesse
neighboring interfaces are comparable to or greater than
thickness of the layer that separates them.38 In such cases we
parametrize the density profile according to Eq.~4!, approxi-
mate the profile by splitting it into 1 Å thick slabs of con
stant density and zero roughness, and apply the exact P
method to obtain the physically accurate reflectivity~method
II !. For a 40 Å thick film the latter method thus calculat
reflection and transmission for more than 40 interfaces, w
method I uses only three interfaces.

While for smallqz the Parrat formalism is more accura
than the Born approximation, the above discussion of qu
tative features inR/RF remains valid in the Parrat formalism

B. The liquidÕliquid interface

Most of our measurements were performed atT'30 °C,
where the PF/MC mixture has a wide miscibility gap. In t
following we therefore describe theoretical expectations
the liquid/liquid interface that forms when the binary liqu
separates into a MC-rich and a PF-rich phase.

For a bulk binary solution, as a result of the lower surfa
tension a PF-rich phase wets the MC-rich/vapor interfac17

against gravity despite its higher mass density. This beha
is typical for hydrocarbon and perfluorocarbon mixtures, a
it can be explained by a mean field theoretical approach fr
the lower molecular number density of the phase rich in
perfluorocarbon.39 In addition MC has been found to wet th
PF-rich/SiO2 /Si interface40 in bulk mixtures. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that a wetting film formed from
binary vapor could phase separate into an MC-rich laye
the solid substrate and a PF-rich layer at the liquid/va
interface, thereby forming a composite wetting film22 with an
internal liquid/liquid interface.

The average profile of this interface can be represente
a convolution of profiles reflecting the intrinsic widthw0 and
roughness due to thermal capillary waves. The intrinsic d
sity profile across the interface between bulk phases o
binary mixture is well approximated by an error function
width '2jb , wherejb is the bulk correlation length of the
mixture.41,42 For the mixture PF/MC the bulk correlatio
length j0

1 aboveTc has been determined from ellipsomet
5-4
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measurements to be 2.79 Å.19 Using the universal ratio for
the 3D Ising modelj0

1/j0
251.96 ~Ref. 43! and the scaling

relation44 jb5j0
2(uT2Tcu/Tc)

20.63 we obtainjb59.32 Å at
T530 °C.

The CW-induced roughness is estimated by integra
the mean-square amplitude of CW modes with in-plane s
face wave vectors$qxy%:

sCW
2 5

kBT

4p2E
qmin

qmax d2qxy

g~qxy
2 1j i

22!
5

kBT

4pg
lnS qmax

2 1j i
22

qmin
2 1j i

22 D ,

~5!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant,g is the interfacial stiff-
ness, andj i is a characteristic length at which capilla
waves become quenched by an external potential. It is du
gravity in bulk liquids and van der Waals interactions w
the substrate for thin wetting films. The validity of a
equivalent description has been demonstrated in recent x
scattering experiments on the liquid/liquid interface in a b
mixture of hexane and perfluorohexane.42 For thin wetting
films j i is given by1

j i5d1
2S 2pg

Aeff
D 1/2

, ~6!

whered1 is the distance between interface and substrate
Aeff is the effective Hamaker constant for positional fluctu
tions of the interface around a potential minimum.45 We dis-
cuss and quantitatively estimateAeff further below. The
lower integration limit,qmin , is defined by the projection o
the x-ray coherence area onto the surface. Its value va
with the angle of incidence, but is typically on the order
micrometers. The value ofqmax depends on the statistica
properties of the surface. For noncritical liquids the ma
mum is usually taken to be the value for which the to
number of surface modes corresponds to the number of
face atoms, i.e.,}2p/B0, whereB0 is the size of a liquid
molecule. However, for liquids exhibiting critical correla
tions a better value is probably 2p/jb , where the effects of
fluctuations with shorter wave vector are contained in
intrinsic width. For PF/MCB0'6 Å, which is comparable
to the value forjb at 30 °C estimated above. We will sho
below that for the present experiments 2p/qmin@j i@B0, ex-
cept for the thinnest films, wherej i;B0.

Assuming that bothw0 and the contribution from capil
lary waves can be represented by error functions, the t
width arising from the convolution of both profiles can th
be described by

s25w0
21

kBT

2pg
lnF d1

2

B0
S g

Aeff
D 1/2

~2p!3/2G . ~7!

As a plausible estimate forg we use the average of tw
measurements of the interfacial tension in the b
mixture,17,18 0.58 mN/m. To estimateAeff we consider a
stratified system consisting of the semi-infinite substrate (S),
a layer of pure MC (M , thicknessd1) and another layer o
pure PF (P, thicknessd2).46 Thermal fluctuations in the in
terfacial position affectd1 and d2. We are therefore inter
20540
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G~d1 ,d2!5
1

12pS ASM2ASP1AM P2AMM

d1
2

1
ASP2AM P

~d11d2!2

1
AM P2APP

d2
2 D . ~8!

Ai j is the Hamaker constant for the interaction acro
vacuum between two bodies consisting of componentsi and
j, respectively.45 When expandingG for small fluctuations
u[d12d1,min in the position of the M/P interfaced1 around
a potential minimumd1,min with d11d2 fixed one obtains

dG~u!5G~u!2G~0!'
1

2

]2G

]u2 u25
1

4p

Aeff

d1,min
4

u2, ~9!

where the effective Hamaker constant that determines
energy per unit area associated with small fluctuations ind1
is given by

Aeff5ASM2ASP1AM P2AMM1S d1

d2
D 4

~AM P2APP!,

~10!

i.e., Aeff depends on the ratio of the two film thicknesses.
Table I we compare estimates for theAi j from surface
tensions45 and Lifshitz theory.47 We show below that these
values of Ai j imply that d1'd2. With d15d2 and our
choices ofAi j ’s one obtainsAeff53.3310220 J. This leads
to a CW roughness of 10–25 Å and putsj i between 3.3 and
330 Å for d1 between 10 and 100 Å.

The CW roughness given by the second term in Eq.~7! is
based on the leadingu2 term in the expansion for the van de
Waals potentialdG(u) @Eq. ~9!#. As such it is only accurate
when the interfacial width is significantly smaller than th
distances between the interface and the confining ‘‘h
walls.’’ In the Appendix we attempt to take into account th
higher-order terms in the expansion ofdG(u) in order to
estimate the effects of confinement on CW roughness.

TABLE I. Simple estimates for Hamaker constants from L
shitz theory~Ref. 47! and from surface tensions at 30 °C. The sta
dielectric constants and characteristic UV absorption frequen
used in the Lifshitz theory were taken from Ref. 40. F refers
SiO2.

i j A i j (10220 J) a Ai j (10220 J) b

SM 17.4 -
MM 4.92 4.86
M P 3.85 -
PP 2.96 2.63
SP 13.9 -
FP 4.9 -
FM 6.2 -

aAfter Eq. ~39! of Ref. 47~Lifshitz theory!.
bAfter Eq. ~11.35! of Ref. 45~surface tension!.
5-5
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C. Wetting film thickness and the liquidÕvapor interface

The Hamaker approach can also be used to make pre
tions about wetting film thickness48 and the width of the
liquid/vapor interface. For this purpose we add two terms
the excess free energy of Eq.~8!. The first term is due to the
chemical potential differential arising from the offset b
tween the temperature of the substrate and that of the s
tion Dm i5(]m i /]T)PDT'HiDT/T, wherei , j 51,2 for MC
and PF, respectively, andHi is the latent heat of vaporizatio
per molecule of componenti.24 The second term arises from
the gravitational energy. The total excess free energy per
area is now given by

G~d1 ,d2 ,h,DT!5G0~d1 ,d2!1d1~n1H1DT/T1ghr1!

1d2~n2H2DT/T1ghr2!, ~11!

with ni being the molecular number densities,h the height of
the film above the liquid reservoir, andr i the mass densities
The equilibrium thicknesses are obtained from]G/]di50
( i 51,2). Definingc[d2 /d1 the two resulting equations ca
be solved forc and one obtains for the total film thickness

l 5d11d2

5d1~11c!

5S ~ASM2ASP1AM P2AMM !~11c!31ASP2AM P

6p~H1n1DT/T1ghr1! D 1/3

.

~12!

With the values from Table Ic ranges from 0.945 (DT
→`) to 0.859 (DT55 mK), i.e., the liquid/liquid interface
is expected to be located close to the middle of the wet
film. For large values ofDT where the gravitational energ
can be neglected the film thickness depends onDT as l
}DT21/3, as expected for van der Waals interactions w
the substrate.

The liquid/vapor interface is also broadened due to ca
lary excitations. The surface tensions for the pure bulk
uids are 12.5 mN/m and 23.15 mN/m for PF and MC,
spectively, roughly 20-40 times greater than at the liqu
liquid interface. According to Eq.~5! the CW roughness a
the liquid/vapor interface is therefore much smaller than
the confined interface. We consequently neglect positio
correlations between the two interfaces. Thus the effec
Hamaker constant for fluctuations at the free surface can
written as

Aeff'4~ASM2AMM1AM P2APP!13~AM P2ASP!,
~13!

where we usedc'1 for simplicity. The value ofs3 would
change by less than 1% if we were to use the exact value
c.

The intrinsic width of the liquid/vapor interface for d
electric bulk liquids49 and thin wetting films32 is typically
found to be zero or negligible compared to CW roughne
Studies on high-surface-tension liquid metal surfaces, wh
CW roughness is even more reduced, found intrinsic wid
of only 0.3–0.37 Å.50
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IV. RESULTS

For the range ofqz over which our data were taken we a
not compelled to include an expected 10–15 Å thin nat
oxide layer in the model for our substrate for two reaso
First is the empirical fact that data from both the bare and
wetted substrate can be modeled with or without a suita
rough oxide layer, with any differences for the wetting fil
parameters well inside the error bars shown. Second is
practical fact that data from our samples are not necess
expected to be sensitive to the presence of a thin oxide la
The electron density of SiO2 is within 3% of that of pure Si,
which leads to relatively weak interference fringes. Also t
fringe period would be very large due to the expected th
ness of the oxide. In addition the measured reflectivity d
from the bare substrate fall off with increasing angle, indic
tive of an rms surface roughness on the order of 3.5 Å. T
means that both the overall reflectivity and the amplitude
interference effects due to a thin oxide layer become sma
such small angles of incidence that the data presented
are rather insensitive to the presence or absence of na
oxide.

A. Density profiles at TÄ30 °C

Figure 2~a! shows a set of reflectivities from a single fil
ing, measured sequentially atT.30 °C with increasingDT.
The rapid oscillations~Kiessing fringes! are due to interfer-
ence between reflections from the solid/liquid and liqu
vapor interfaces. AsDT is increased the period of thes
fringes increases, i.e. the film on the substrate becomes
ner. In all but the thinnest films (d11d2>30 Å) the normal-
ized reflectivity R/RF exceeds 1 at the first maximum fo
qz.qc . As discussed in Sec. III A, thef i for both liquid
components are smaller than one, and the wetting film th
fore must have a nonmonotonic density profile. Thus
simplest model to allowR/RF.1 consists of 2 layers, with
f1,f2, in agreement with MC being favored at the su
strate and PF at the free surface of the wetting film.

Table II gives the best fitting parameters for the two-b
model. The confidence limits are taken from the size of
nonlinear support plane in the space of fitting paramet
For our model we find these error estimates to be more r
istic than the conventional error bars derived from the va
tion of a single parameter,51 which are 3–5 times smaller in
our case.

In Fig. 2~b! we show the density profiles from the best fi
of the two-box model to our data. All three profiles show
composite wetting film with a PF-rich layer at the free su
face and an MC-rich layer at the substrate, in qualitat
agreement with expectations. The density of the MC-r
layer coincides with the value for pure MC. The differen
f22f1 is close to 0.2060.02. This is smaller than 0.253
the corresponding value from the bulk phase diagram.
the other fillings best fits for films of similar thickness giv
f1 in the range 0.36–0.44 andf22f1 between 0.21 and
0.24. The PF-rich layer is thus found to be less dense tha
a bulk mixture.

For all but the thinnest films the best fit values for t
width, s2, of the liquid/liquid interface is rather large at 10
5-6
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QUENCHING OF CAPILLARY WAVES IN COMPOSITE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205405
15 Å. The results fors2 are shown in Fig. 3. As a conse
quence of the large interfacial width, the effect of the int
face on the reflectivity is confined to small values ofqz , and
the precision with which the differenced12d2 can be deter-
mined is considerably less than that of the sumd11d2. Nev-
ertheless, it is clear that for all of the data the position of
interface is close to the center of the film.

The plots in Fig. 4 illustrate the manner in which info
mation on the liquid/liquid interface is manifest in the da
The open circles are a typical data set taken atT530 °C. We

FIG. 2. ~a! Normalized reflectivities atDT'7.5, 39, and 214
mK ~top to bottom,T'30 °C). Lines are two-box model fits usin
method I as described in the text.~b! Density profiles from fits to
the data in~a!. The gray dashed lines mark the relative bulk den
ties for pure PF, the PF-rich, and the MC-rich phase at 30 °C,
pure MC ~top to bottom!.
20540
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e
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show the best fit with all parameters varied and the bes
with s2 held at specific values.

For values ofs2 between 7 and 25 Å the reflectivity i
sensitive to the presence of the liquid/liquid interface only
the region ofqz below about 0.1 to 0.15 Å21. Increasings2
beyond the confidence limit given by the error bar in Fig
leads to a visible deterioration in the match between data
fit.

For the thinnest films (d11d2<40 Å) we find different
sets of fitting parameters that lead to fits of comparable q

-
d

FIG. 3. Width of the liquid/liquid interface (s2) as a function of
distance from the substrate atT'30 °C ~method I!. Open circles,
squares, and diamonds are from synchrotron data, and open
angles from rotating anode data. The two topmost dashed l
show predictions according to Eq.~7! with g50.58 mN/m, B0

56.0 Å, andw052jb518.6 Å. The top line considers long-rang
interactions only, while the line below it includes both long- a
short-range interactions~Ref. 15!. The third line from the top shows
the contribution from CW roughness only (w050), but otherwise
uses the same values as the topmost line. All three lines useAeff

53.3310220 J. The filled squares are results for the intrinsic wid
w0(d1) based on the regular solution model, and the arrow at
right axis marksw0(`)516.15 Å ~see text!. The filled circles show
the self-consistent CW roughness alone based on Eqs.~A14! and
~A19! and include the effects of higher-order terms of a long-ran
van der Waals potential~see the Appendix!. The crosses, which are
the convolution of the data shown by filled squares and fil
circles, represent the theoretically expected interfacial width.
TABLE II. Fit parameters for the fits shown in Figs. 2 and 5~method I!. s1 was held fixed at 3.5 Å. For
the thinnest film two sets of parameters are given. The first set is from fitting to data withqz>0.15 Å21 only
and is depicted in Fig. 5. The second set is from a fit toqz>0.07 Å21, which fits the first minimum very
well, but lies too low atqz.0.4 Å21 ~not shown!.

d11d2 (Å) d12d2 (Å) f1 f22f1 s1 (Å) s2 (Å) s3 (Å)

109.860.2 2166 0.37960.017 0.19160.029 3.5 11.763.3 5.560.5
90.160.2 467 0.37560.012 0.19460.023 3.5 12.861.8 5.260.4
55.860.3 2365 0.38260.015 0.20960.027 3.5 9.562.0 4.660.4
34.060.2 2565 0.4560.10 0.1460.10 3.5 1.362.0 3.760.4
33.960.2 064 0.50460.012 0.13660.020 3.5 2.561.4 3.460.3
5-7
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HEILMANN, FUKUTO, AND PERSHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 205405
ity. Figure 5~a! showsR/RF for a 34 Å thick film. The solid
line is an example of a fit using method I resulting ins2
51.3 Å. The fit at the first minimum inR/RF can be im-
proved by increasings2 to values where the different inter-
faces are not separable anymore and method I becomes
physical. At the same time the fit then significantl
underestimatesR at largerqz . The dashed line is a fit using
method II. It matches the data very well up toqz
'0.4 Å21, but lies below the data for largerqz . The density
profiles for both fits are shown in Fig. 5~b!. While the physi-
cal results for method I show clear phase separation, met
II leads to an almost linear increase in density from a min
mum close to the substrate to a maximum close to the f
surface without any region of constant density. The true de
sity profile probably lies somewhere between the two mod
shown and cannot be parametrized according to Eq.~4!. The
density difference between local minimum and maximum
smaller than in the thicker films, and it is found to decrea
with decreasing film thickness.

To summarize, the results show that the substrate is w
ted by a composite film with an approximately pure M
layer at the substrate and a PF-rich layer at the free surfa
The best fits place the interface between the two liquids ha
way between the free surface and the substrate.

B. The liquidÕliquid interface

Best fit results from method I for the width of the liquid
liquid interface,s2, are shown in Fig. 3 as a function o
distance from the substrate,d1. Despite the large uncertain
ties an increase ins2 with increasingd1 is discernible.

FIG. 4. R/RF from a film atT'30 °C ~open circles! and best fit
@solid line, s259.6 Å,(f22f1)'0.21], and from a film atT
'60 °C ~closed circles! and best fit~gray line!. The dashed line is a
best fit to the 30 °C data withs2 held fixed at 12 Å, and the
dash-dotted line usess2525 Å. Usings2.25 Å gives essentially
the same fit as the dash-dotted line, since for this width reflectio
from the liquid/liquid interface are negligible beyondqz

'0.08 Å21. In order to fit the 60 °C data,f22f1 has to be re-
duced below 0.1. In all cases the data are not fitted forqz

,0.035 Å21, since for those values the sample does not fully i
tercept the incident beam.
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We also show predictions from Eq.~7! with w0

518.6 Å and for comparison withw050. The discrepancy
between theoretical predictions and experimental result
pronounced. In order to reproduce the experimental data b
intrinsic width and capillary wave roughness would have
be smaller than predicted, since both contributions by the
selves as calculated above exceed the measured values.
illustrated in Fig. 3 is the effect of adding short-range pote
tials as discussed by Binder and co-workers.11,15The discrep-
ancy is not significantly reduced. Entropic terms that lim
the fluctuations at the confined interface as described
Rosset al.52 are negligible in our system ford1>10 Å. The
filled circles in Fig. 3 show the CW part of the width whe
higher-order terms in the van der Waals potentialdG(u) are
taken into account~see Appendix!; it predicts reduced CW
roughness, but the results still lie above the measured va
even forw050. One possible reason for the differences b
tween theoretical predictions and our measurements coul
that eitherg or w0 somehow depend on film thickness an
are therefore not equal to their values ford1 ,d2→`. As
argued previously,11,12 it is intuitively clear thatw0 has to be
limited by the film thickness, and it is reasonable to assu
that w0( l ) already differs from the bulk valuew0(`) for
some value ofl 5d11d2.w0(`). An increase in the inter-

s

-

FIG. 5. ~a! Normalized reflectivities atDT'963 mK (T
'30 °C). The solid line is a two-box model fit using method
while the dashed line shows a fit using method II as described in
text. ~b! Density profiles from fits to the data in~a!. The solid line is
from method I, and the dashed line from method II. Again the g
dashed lines mark the relative bulk densities for pure PF, the
rich and the MC-rich phases at 30 °C, and pure MC~top to bottom!.
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QUENCHING OF CAPILLARY WAVES IN COMPOSITE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 205405
facial stiffnessg with decreasing film thickness could als
contribute to the observed behavior. Recent computer si
lations of the confined interface of a binary polymer mixtu
were interpreted in terms of just this effect.13,14Although for
our system this does not appear to be a likely explanation
films over 200 Å thick~i.e., 6–7 times the predicted interfa
cial width! the effect has to be considered.

In an attempt to better estimate how confinement affe
capillary waves andw0 separately, we calculated the intrin
sic width by using the regular solution model for a bina
mixture developed by Wynblattet al.21 for binary metallic
alloys. The model assumes a finite internal energy fr
nearest-neighbor interactions with bond energiesui j ( i , j
5M ,P) and an ideal solution entropy. It consists of a fin
number ~n! of layers of fixed molecular number densit
where each molecule has six nearest neighbors within
layer and three nearest neighbors in each of the two ne
boring layers. Each layer is characterized by its composi
xk(k51, . . . ,n), which we take as the molecule fraction
PF, or P in short. The surface excess free energy is cal
lated layer by layer and minimized through variation of t
xi . We extend this model through the addition of a van d
Waals energy}uiS /k3 due to the interaction between su
strate~next to layer 1! and thekth layer. The chemical po
tential difference between the reservoir and the adsorbed
due to DT5” 0 is taken into account throughLiDT/T,24

whereLi is the molar latent heat of vaporization for comp
nent i. Each layer contributes a potential energy term@rPxk
1rM(12xk)#gDh, with r i being molar mass densities,g
59.81 m/s2, and Dh is the height of the film above th
liquid reservoir. We estimateuMM523833 J/mol anduPP
522083 J/mol from the surface tensionsg i and the average
of the areal molecular densities for the pure liquidsV via
uii 522Vg i /3.21 SettingTc5319 K and usingTc5(6/Rg)
3@uM P2(uMM1uPP)/2#, with Rg being the gas constan
then determine thatuM P522516 J/mol, i.e., the MC-PF in
teraction is about 10% weaker than the geometric mea
the interaction between like molecules.16 We further use
uMS525559 J/mol anduPS522875 J/mol, and estimat
LM53.4943104 J/mol andLP53.4193104 J/mol from va-
por pressure data.53 The interlayer distance is taken to b
6.435 Å.

For a givenDT we then numerically minimize the exces
free energy per unit area as a function of both the concen
tions xk and the number of layersn. We obtain profiles that
show clear phase separation qualitatively similar to the d
sity profiles shown in Fig. 2. The crossover from one of t
coexisting concentrations to the other can be fitted well w
an error function profile for thicker films~or smallDT). For
a bulk interface (uiS5DT5Dh50, n>30) we find w0
516.15 Å in decent agreement with the value of 18.6
derived above from ellipsometry measurements. For the c
fined interface we estimate its intrinsic width from the ma
mum slope of the profile. The result is shown as the fil
squares in Fig. 3. The jaggedness arises from the disc
number of layers in the lattice model. For a finer mesh
temperature differentials,DT, the dependence of width o
d1 would exhibit discrete steps. Substrate and liquid/va
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interfacial roughness are neglected in this model, and fo
small number of layers (n<6 or d1<23 Å) the resulting
profiles no longer justify the concept of an interface betwe
two coexisting phases. Forn>7 the calculations show a re
duction inw0 by up to a factor of 2 relative tow0(`). It is
also interesting to note that even atd1'60280 Å
>4w0(`) the width has still not reached its predicted bu
value. Finally the crosses show the convolution of the e
mate for the intrinsic width with the reduced CW roughne
derived in the Appendix.

As a result of the large scatter and uncertainty in the
dividual measured values fors2 it is difficult to extract an
accurate value for the capillary wave contribution. Neverth
less one can see that interfacial fluctuations are strongl
perhaps even almost completely suppressed. If, for exam
we assume based on the regular solution model that ad1
545 Å w0'11 Å and the measured total interfacial wid
s2'13 Å, the CW roughness would have to be only 7 Å
compared to the value of 21 Å predicted by Eq.~5!. This
value could be achieved, for example, by settingg
'7 mN/m; however, this corresponds to a 12-fold increa
relative to the macroscopic surface tension.

C. The liquidÕvapor interface

In Fig. 6 we show the best fit results for the width of th
liquid/vapor interface,s3, from synchrotron data, togethe
with theoretical predictions according to Eqs.~7! and~13!, as
a function of total film thicknessl 5d11d2. The solid and
dashed lines use the bulk surface tensions for pure MC
PF, respectively.

In contrast to the confined interface we find the roughn
of the free interface close to theoretical predictions. As
pected it also increases slowly with increasing film thickne
For thinner filmss3 lies close to the values expected for pu
MC. For thicker films it gradually moves closer to values f
pure PF at the free surface.

FIG. 6. Width of the liquid/vapor interface (s3) as a function of
total film thickness from synchrotron data from three separate
ings. The dashed line shows predictions from Eq.~7! with g
512.5 mN/m~bulk PF!, while the solid line usesg523.15 mN/m
~bulk MC!. Both cases usew050. See text for discussion.
5-9
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HEILMANN, FUKUTO, AND PERSHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 205405
Ignoring the large uncertainties in the values fors3 the
data could therefore be interpreted as follows: the thinn
films cannot support the formation of two separate MC- a
PF-rich layers and are dominated by the preferred adsorp
of MC at the substrate, leading to a smaller CW roughn
due to the larger surface tension of MC. For thicker film
phase separation becomes possible, resulting in a gra
reduction in the surface tension~and thus an increase in CW
roughness! due to the increased PF concentration at the f
surface. The roughness remains slightly below the val
predicted for a composite film with pure PF at the free s
face. This interpretation is entirely consistent with the pre
ously discussed density profiles. Alternatively it will be i
teresting to investigate the apparent slight decrease in
surface width for thinner films relative to theoretical curv
with more precise experiments on monocomponent films

D. Wetting behavior

As outlined in Sec. III the dependence of film thickne
versusDT is a good probe for testing the interaction betwe
substrate and molecules in the adsorbed film24,54 and to
verify complete wetting.

Figure 7 shows the total wetting film thicknessl as a
function of temperature differentialDT for data from four
separate fillings of the sample cell. Experiments usually s
with a large temperature offset and films are measure
gradually increasing thicknesses untilDT becomes so smal
that temperature fluctuations lead to instabilities in thickne
The offsetDT is then increased and thinner films are me
sured again. Although there are no systematic differen
between the film profiles measured in the cooling and h
ing cycles we do find that for the sameDT films remain
slightly thicker on cooling ~e.g., 94 vs 88 Å atDT
532 mK). This might be due to a very large time consta
as part of the wetting/phase separation process or du
some very weak thermal links in the wetting cell.

FIG. 7. Total film thicknessl versus temperature offsetDT.
Open symbols are from reflectivity data. For clarity only data fro
one filling ~open circles! is shown with error bars. Solid circles ar
results from the regular solution model. The solid line is the p
diction from the simple model of Eq.~12!.
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The solid line in Fig. 7 shows the predictions from E
~12!. For all but the thickest films one sees that the sim
model outlined above somewhat underestimates the
thickness. This is not too surprising, since the model negle
both the effects of mixing and the fluctuations at the liqu
liquid interface. The regular solution model used to estim
the intrinsic width takes the entropy of mixing into accoun
Its results are also shown and give good agreement with
data in an intermediateDT range; however, there are dis
crepancies at both small and largeDT. In view of the fact
that the regular solution model does not take into account
effects of differing molecular densities, heat of mixing, ca
illary wave, and substrate roughness, or any other type
substrate inhomogeneities, the discrepancies are not par
larly surprising.

Both the regular solution model and the simpler one ba
on only van der Waals potentials predict the observed dep
dence of the film thicknesses on temperature offset betw
substrate and solution. The fact that the observed thickne
are mostly larger than the values predicted by the la
model suggests chemical mixing and/or interfacial fluctu
tions induce some film thickening. The smaller observed fi
thicknesses at the smallestDT values could be due to exper
mental factors such as small temperature gradients within
cell, substrate inhomogeneities, or insufficient sample pur
In summary the observed van der Waals effects of wetting
a composite film are of the type predicted by Evans a
co-workers.22

E. Results atTÄ60 °C

Measurements were taken up toT560 °C, i.e., about
14 °C above the consolute temperature. At this tempera
the bulk correlation length is expected to be 20 Å. Interp
tation of the data is more difficult due to reduced electr
density contrast within the films and apparently rougher
more diffuse interfaces, which leads to less certainty in
model parameters. Rotating anode data taken at 40, 45
and 60 °C show a gradual reduction in the amplitude of
interference fringes, indicative of a decreasing density diff
encef22f1 with increasing temperature. We find no obv
ous behavior in our data that would point towards a tran
tion from two-phase coexistence to a single-phase wet
film.

At 60 °C the reflectivities generally still show the sam
qualitative behavior as belowTc , in that the first maximum
in R/RF ~for qz.qc) exceeds 1. The example in Fig.
shows a maximum close toqz50.12 Å21 that is barely
greater than 1. However, without the reduction in reflec
intensity due to the finite roughness at the interfaces,R/RF
would exceed 1 significantly. Fitting this data therefore a
requires a nonmonotonic density profile. However, we c
not achieve good fits with the present simple two-lay
model over the full range ofqz accessible at the synchrotron
Our data would be consistent with the much smaller den
difference off22f1'0.1 if it were only fitted to the lower
qz region ~similar to the range often available for neutro
reflectivity55!. Furthermore, if better data could be taken, i
terpretation would necessitate more sophisticated approa

-
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such as density functional theories that explicitly take in
account critical adsorption. It would be interesting to inve
tigate the effects of confinement on critical adsorption up
approaching the consolute temperature from above. In th
enough films interfacial widths between preferentially a
sorbed layers and a bulklike phase would be expected
scale with the bulk correlation lengthj and to diverge at
Tc ,6 but in a thin film geometry critical fluctuations shou
be suppressed in a way similar to the CW roughness
intrinsic width at 30 °C.

V. DISCUSSION

Our x-ray reflectivity data clearly show evidence of pha
separation in thin wetting films from a binary vapor belo
the upper critical solution temperature of the bulk mixtu
Very good agreement is obtained between the data and
simplest conceivable density profile model consisting of o
two layers of constant electron density for the adsorbed fl
and a Si substrate. Alternative models, such as those
include a native oxide layer on the Si substrate or with d
ferent representations of the profile leave results for total fi
thickness and roughnesses basically unchanged relativ
their error bars, while layer densities differ by no more th
10% from the two-layer model.

Regardless of uncertainties at 30 °C the density of
liquid in contact with the substrate lies between pure MC a
the value for the bulk MC-rich phase, while the differen
f22f1 within the wetting films is slightly smaller than tha
for the coexisting bulk phases. As seen in Fig. 2 we also
the electron density of the PF-rich layer to be somew
~about 13%! below the predicted bulk value. Forcingf2
close to its bulk value makes the fits unacceptable. The
troduction of a monolayer of pure PF at the free surface a
leads to much poorer fits. This is in contrast to density p
files used to model recent neutron reflectivity data from
free surface of a bulk mixture of PF/MC.56 However, it is not
clear whether or not one should necessarily expect that
density of the wetting films should be identical to that of t
bulk mixture. For example, the relative excess volume
mixing in bulk PF/MC has been found to be on the order
2–3 % just belowTc ,57 which leads to a corresponding re
duction in electron density that has been neglected in
analysis. The observed density at the liquid/vapor interf
could therefore be due to a combination of reduced mole
lar number density and higher MC concentration. Fut
measurements on wetting films from vapors of either PF
MC might be able to illuminate this point.58

Once the films become thinner thanl'40 Å the experi-
ment does not show unambiguous evidence for two reg
of different uniform density. The competition between o
posing preferred adsorption at the confining walls and m
mization of the concentration gradient thus seems to pre
the formation of separate phases parallel to the walls. In
estingly, this also is predicted by the regular solution mod

The liquid/liquid interface is positioned close to the cen
of the composite wetting film as would be expected fo
system with antisymmetric boundary conditions as reali
through the Hamaker constants of the present system.
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measured interfacial widths2 shows a weak dependence o
film thickness. The width is expected to arise from a conv
lution between a mean field intrinsic width and thermal C
roughening. Although long-range dispersion interactio
with the substrate reduce the CW roughness and introdu
distance dependence according to Eqs.~5! and ~6!, they do
not reduce it enough to agree with the measured values
the liquid/liquid interface. CW roughness alone already e
ceeds the observed widths. On the other hand basically
same value for the intrinsic width is obtained from both t
measured correlation lengths of the bulk phases and the r
lar solution model. The regular solution model also displa
a significant reduction in intrinsic width with decreasing fil
thickness and shows how confinement leads to sharper in
faces in the absence of capillary waves. Interestingly,
values for the intrinsic width are very close to the full me
sured widths. In view of this it is not likely that possibl
errors in the Hamaker constants could account for the
crepancies. For example, since we estimate Hamaker
stants from bulk values of the pure phases, the differen
between the interactions between the MC- and PF-r
phases should actually be smaller than the values used
Correction for this effect would lead to a reduction ofAeff in
Eq. ~10! and a CW roughness even greater than shown
Fig. 3. Therefore we are forced to conclude that the C
contribution is much smaller than predicted. Its weak dep
dence onAeff makes it more plausible that an effective i
crease of the interfacial stiffnessg in the confined system
leads to reduced CW roughness. There still is no quantita
explanation for such an increase ing. In contrast we find the
width of the free surface dominated by CW roughness
reasonable agreement with estimates from the simple
maker approach.

The PF/MC system differs in several respects from t
films of binary mixtures of long-chain polymers. The PF/M
molecules can be considered almost spherical and nonp
and are much smaller than the polymers. Their simple in
actions should be much easier to estimate and simulate
Monte Carlo methods. Our experiment therefore offers a
ferent physical system that also displays reduced interfa
width in a confined geometry. Our results confirm that t
suppression of CW roughness and intrinsic width is a gen
effect due to geometric factors only and not specific to c
tain types of molecules or details of intermolecular intera
tions. A further difference lies in the fact that the polym
films typically are spin cast onto their substrates, which p
determines the number of molecules of each species in
films ~canonical ensemble!. In our experiment the wetting
films are in contact with their relatively high-pressure vap
phase, allowing for very fast exchange of particles~grand
canonical ensemble! and equilibration, and making the we
ting film thickness a physically meaningful parameter in t
description of the wetting process.

Theoretical models for thin films between competi
walls usually assume perfectly antisymmetric interactio
with the walls. While this condition is approximately rea
ized in our system, the relative strengths of interactions w
the ‘‘walls’’ could in principle be fine-tuned through mod
fication of the substrate surface~e.g. coverage with self-
5-11
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HEILMANN, FUKUTO, AND PERSHAN PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 205405
assembled monolayer or Langmuir-Blodgett films of spec
cally selected molecules! from the perfectly antisymmetric to
the symmetric case. However, most theoretical models so
have only treated short-range interactions with the substr
For example, it is still questionable whether an interface
calization transition59,60 exists in real systems that are mu
better described by long-range van der Waals–type inte
tions. Our experimental geometry and technique could
used to search for such a transition in a suitable mixture

Our results also show that x-ray reflectivity is an excelle
tool for the investigation of wetting phenomena in mo
complex systems such as binary mixtures. The very g
electron density contrast between the two components
mixtures of hydrocarbons and perfluorocarbons combi
with the high photon flux available at synchrotron sourc
allows ångstrom-type resolution in the derived density pr
files. Future experiments might be improved through ad
tional sample purification, and better substrate character
tion could remove remaining small uncertainties in t
density profiles. Of course it will also be interesting to e
ploy more sophisticated density functional models in the
scription of our data.

The current experiment can be extended in numer
ways. More extensive measurements at different temp
tures above and belowTc are in order. Assuming that th
two components do not freeze first, at least two wetting tr
sitions are expected at temperatures below 30 °C.39 At low
temperatures the substrate should be dry, and the subs
vapor interface should be wetted by the MC-rich phase u
increasing the temperature above some value. At somew
higher temperatures@T>6 –8 °C ~Ref. 56!# the MC-rich/
vapor interface will then be wetted by a PF-rich layer, lea
ing to the composite film structure observed at 30 °C. Ev
more complicated scenarios have been discus
previously.22 Different concentrations in the liquid reservo
and therefore in the vapor phase would allow us to con
the composition and thereby the position of the liquid/liqu
interface within a wetting film of a given thickness. In th
way the middle interface could be moved farther away fr
the substrate. A different geometry that would enable us
follow the development of density profiles and interfac
fluctuations to thick films, and thus to bulk behavior, wou
be to lower a horizontal substrate below the surface of
bulk mixture. Measurements performed in this way could
compared with previous ellipsometry,17–19,40 evanescent-
wave-generated fluorescence spectroscopy,20 neutron,55,56

and x-ray scattering experiments42,61 on PF/MC and related
mixtures.

VI. SUMMARY

We have investigated wetting of a Si substrate by
vapor of a binary mixture of methylcyclohexane and perflu
romethylcyclohexane with x-ray reflectivity. 16 °C below th
consolute temperature we find composite wetting films m
up of an MC-rich phase at the substrate and a PF-rich ph
at the liquid/vapor interface. The interface between the t
phases stays close to the middle of the composite film
total thicknesses between 40 and 135 Å, while thinner fil
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cannot support two separate identifiable phases. This sys
can be viewed as a realization of a binary system confi
between walls with competing interactions. The width of t
liquid/liquid interface depends weakly on the distance fro
the substrate. It is considerably smaller than capillary wa
theory and mean field estimates of the intrinsic width pred
similar to previous observations on spin cast films from
nary mixtures of long-chain polymers. Geometric confin
ment therefore reduces thermal capillary waves in a man
compatible with an effective increase in interfacial stiffne
and at the same time reduces the intrinsic width of the c
fined interface. Measurements aboveTc still show signs of
preferred adsorption at the confining walls.
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APPENDIX: CAPILLARY WAVE ROUGHNESS OF THE
CONFINED LIQUID ÕLIQUID INTERFACE

The capillary wave roughnesssCW5A^u2(0)& of the
MC-rich/PF-rich interface discussed in Sec. III B is based
the interfacial tensiong and the leadingu2 term of the
power-series expansion for the van der Waals poten
dG(u)5G(u)2G(0) @see Eqs.~5!–~10!#. For thin films the
roughnesssCW obtained in this way becomes comparable
the film thickness, which is clearly not physically plausib
This problem arises because limiting the power-series exp
sion only to theu2 term does not account for the fact that th
full potentialdG(u) diverges asu→d1 or d2. In this appen-
dix we attempt to estimate the confinement effects onsCW
arising from reduced film thicknesses by taking into acco
the higher-order terms indG(u).

In what follows, we assume that~i! the equilibrium film
thicknesses of the MC-rich and PF-rich layers are eq
(d15d2); ~ii ! the total film thicknessl 5d11d252d1 is
fixed, which is equivalent to neglecting the effect of the fr
liquid/vapor interfacial roughnesss3; and ~iii ! the Hamaker
constants satisfy the relation

ASM2AMM'ASP2APP . ~A1!

As discussed already, assumption~i! is supported by both the
theoretical expectations and the experimental results
sented in Secs. III and IV. Assumption~ii ! is consistent with
the fact that for the present system fluctuations of the bu
interface are essentially decoupled from those of the f
surface. Assumption~iii ! implies that for each of the two
molecular components, the difference between van
Waals interactions with the substrate and with itself
roughly the same. Based on the estimated values ofAi j given
in Table I, the two sides in Eq.~A1! agree within 15% for the
Si/MC/PF system.
5-12
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The application of these assumptions to Eq.~8! results in
a symmetric form of the van der Waals potential per u
area for the height fluctuationsu of the liquid/liquid inter-
face:

dG~u!5
1

2

Aeff

12p F 1

~d11u!2 1
1

~d12u!2 2
2

d1
2G , ~A2!

or by expanding as a power series,

dG~u!5
Aeff

12pd1
2 (

n51

`

~2n11!F u

d1
G2n

. ~A3!

The effective Hamaker constant is given by

Aeff52@ASM2ASP1AM P2AMM#52@AM P2APP#.
~A4!

The leading term in Eq.~A3! is identical to Eq.~9!. In the
case of a free or internal interface of a bulk liquid~i.e., d1
→`), the term in the Hamiltonian that is most responsi
for limiting the CW roughness is usually that of the inter
cial tension. However, the divergence ofdG(u) at the con-
fining walls that is explicit in Eq.~A2! implies that the cor-
rection tosCW due to the nonharmonic terms of the lon
range van der Waals potential should become increasi
important asd1 decreases towards the bulk value ofsCW.
Retaining the higher-order terms indG(u), the thermal av-
erage of total energy per areaA of the liquid/liquid interface
is given by

^U&
A

5
1

2
g^u¹W u~rW !u2&1^dG~u!&

5
1

2
g^u¹W u~rW !u2&1

Aeff

12pd1
2 (

n51

`

~2n11!
^u2n~rW !&

d1
2n

,

~A5!

whererW5rWxy . Expanding the height fluctuationsu5u(r ) as
the sum of allowed CW modes, i.e.,

u~rW !5
1

~2p!2Eq,qmax

d2qW ũ~qW !exp~2 iqW •rW !, ~A6!

whereqW 5qW xy , the various expectation values that appea
Eq. ~A5! can be expressed as

^u¹W u~rW !u2&5
1

~2p!2E d2qW
1

A
^uũ~qW !u2&q2,

^u2~rW !&5
1

~2p!2E d2qW
1

A
^uũ~qW !u2&, ~A7!

^u2n~rW !&5F 1

~2p!2G 2nK E d2qW 1•••d2qW 2nũ~qW 1!•••ũ~qW 2n!

3exp@2 i ~qW 11•••1qW 2n!•rW# L ~A8!
20540
t

ly

n

5F 1

~2p!2G 2n21E d2qW 1•••d2qW 2n

3
1

A
^ũ~qW 1!•••ũ~qW 2n!&d~qW 11•••1qW 2n!. ~A9!

Equations~A7! and ~A9! are based on the fact that the e
pectation values should be independent of the posi
r @^u2(r )&5^u2(0)&, etc.# and that u(r ) is real @ ũ* (qW )
5ũ(2qW )#.

Note that forn>2 each expression̂u2n(r )& in Eq. ~A9!
consists of a multiple sum over the surface capillary mo
and is more difficult to evaluate than the terms in Eq.~A7!.
In order to simplify the computation, we make the assum
tion that the average in Eq.~A8! can be approximated as th
product of two separate averages, as follows:

^u2n~rW !&'F 1

~2p!2G 2n

(
i 51

2n

(
j . i

2n K E d2qW i

3E d2qW j ũ~qW i !ũ~qW j !exp@2 i ~qW i1qW j !•rW# L
3K )

k5” i , j

2n E d2qW kũ~qW k!exp~2 iqW k•rW !L . ~A10!

By applying Eq.~A9! to each average in Eq.~A10! and not-
ing that each term in the double sum contributes equally,
above can be reexpressed as

^u2n~rW !&'n~2n21!^u2(n21)~rW !&
1

~2p!2E d2qW
1

A
^uũ~qW !u2&.

~A11!

This is exactly the recursion relation between^u2n& and

^u2(n21)& that is obtained when$ũ(qW )% obeys Gaussian sta
tistics. Note that Eq.~A11! gives the correct expression fo
the leading term (n51) shown in Eq.~A7!.

By substituting Eq.~A7! and ~A11! into ~A5! and inte-
grating over total areaA, the average total energy^U& can be
expressed as a single sum of square amplitudes of allo
CW modes:

^U&'
1

~2p!2E
q,qmax

d2qW 1
2 @beff1gq2#^uũ~qW !u2&

5(
qW

1
2 @beff1gq2#

1

A
^uũ~qW !u2&, ~A12!

where the ‘‘effective’’ prefactor for the harmonic termbeff is
given by

beff[
Aeff

12pd1
4 (

n51

`

~2n11!~2n!~2n21!
^u2(n21)&
d1

2(n21) ,

~A13!

and ^u2(n21)&5^u2(n21)(r )&5^u2(n21)(0)&. Finally, an ex-
pression for the CW roughnesssCW5A^u2(0)& in terms of
beff can be obtained by the application of the equipartiti
5-13
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theorem to Eq.~A12! and the summing of the resultin
mean-square amplitudes of allowed modes@see Eq.~5!#:

sCW
2 5^u2&5

kBT

4pg
lnF11

gqmax
2

beff
G . ~A14!

Note that the long-wavelength cutoff is equal toj i
5Ag/beff, which reduces to Eq.~6! if beff is replaced by its
leading term in Eq.~A13!. We have assumed thatj i

21 is
much greater thanqmin but could be comparable toqmax
'2p/B0. The latter takes into account the possibilityj i
'B0.

It is clear from Eqs.~A13! and ~A14! that the estimates
for the confinement effect on CW roughness depend on h
the terms^u2(n21)& in the sum forbeff are evaluated. The
following presents two out of many possible approximati
methods for evaluation of̂u2(n21)& and therefore the calcu
lation of ^u2&.

1. Self-consistentŠu2
‹ via Gaussian approximation

for Šu2„nÀ1…
‹

It can be shown that if a fluctuating variablex obeys
Gaussian statistics, the higher-order moments are relate
the mean-square average through^x2n&5(2n21)!! ^x2&n.
Therefore, if the height fluctuationsu of the confined liquid/
liquid interface were to follow a Gaussian distribution, t
substitution of^u2(n21)&'(2n23)!! ^u2&n21 in Eq. ~A13!
could be approximated by

beff,G~N!5
Aeff

6pd1
4 (

n51

N

n~2n11!!! F ^u2&
d1

2 Gn21

. ~A15!

If this Gaussian approximation were valid, both sides of E
~A14! would depend on the mean-square roughness^u2&
and, for a givenN in Eq. ~A15!, one would be able to solve
Eq. ~A14! for ^u2& self-consistently. A final solution would
result if the self-consistent solution for^u2& were to con-
verge asN→`. Similar procedures are often invoked to ju
tify the random phase approximation in statistical mechan

Unfortunately, the power series forbeff,G(N) in Eq. ~A15!
does not converge asN→` for any nonzero value o
^u2&/d1

2. As a result, the only self-consistent solution forN
→` is ^u2&50. If this divergence ofbeff,G were a physical
consequence of the confining potentialdG(u) given in Eqs.
~A2! and ~A3!, it would imply that the CW roughnesssCW

5A^u2& of the confined liquid/liquid interface would have t
be completely suppressed, i.e.,sCW50. In fact the effect
arises because the Gaussian approximation implicitly
quires a parabolic potential that places no restrictions on
magnitude of possible fluctuations ofu. It is clear that the
divergence in the full van der Waals potentialdG(u) as u
→d1 confineŝ u2(n21)& in a way that the parabolic potentia
does not. As a result the Gaussian approximation overe
matesbeff , which, in turn, underestimates the value ofsCW.
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2. Self-consistent Šu2
‹ via approximation Šu2„nÀ1…

‹

É†Šu2„nÀ1…
‹ÕŠu2

‹

nÀ1
‡gÄ0Šu

2
‹

nÀ1

The evaluation of expectation values would be simple
the energy densityV ~per area in the present case! depended
only on the fluctuating fieldu(r ) and not on its derivatives
Taking g'0, the momentŝ u2m&g50 for the CW fluctua-
tions can be expressed as

^u2m&g505

E
0

d1
duu2m expS 2

4p

qmax
2

dG~u!

kBT D
E

0

d1
du expS 2

4p

qmax
2

dG~u!

kBT D , ~A16!

where the van der Waals potentialdG(u) is given by Eq.
~A2!. The factor 4p/qmax

2 in the above equation defines th
area in phase space for one surface mode. This factor ca
obtained by considering the case of a simple harmonic
tential V(u)5(1/2)bu2, which leads to ^u2&

FIG. 8. Calculated CW roughnesssCW5A^u2& of the MC-rich/
PF-rich interface, as a function of the distanced1 from the sub-
strate. ~a! sCW based on self-consistent solutions for^u2& using
Eqs.~A14! and~A19! with the approximations~A17! and~A18! for
^u2(n21)& in the factorbeff . The curves in~a! have been obtained by
retaining all the terms up to a highest term given byu2N in the
power-series expansion ofdG(u) @Eq. ~A3!#, where the value of
2N for each curve is indicated. The values of physical parame
used in the calculations of all the curves in~a! are given byT
530 °C, g50.58 mN/m, Aeff53.3310220 J, and qmax52p/B0,
whereB056.0 Å. ~b! curve 1:g50.58 mN/m,dG(u)}u2, same
as the 2N52 curve in~a! ~dashed line!; curve 2:g50, full dG(u),
calculated using Eq.~A16! ~thin solid line!; Curve 3: convergent
solution from self-consistent̂u2& in ~a! ~thick solid line!.
5-14
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5kBTqmax
2 /(4pb) @take the limit g→0 in Eq. ~A14!#, and

using the fact that the Gaussian statistics implied by
potential require that each exponent in Eq.~A16! be equal to
u2/(2^u2&).

Recall that the divergence ofbeff,G encountered in the
Gaussian approximation results from the fact that the
proximation ^u2(n21)&'(2n23)!! ^u2&n21 overestimates
^u2(n21)& due to the implicit use of the weaker parabo
potential that allows unbounded variations ofu. On the other
hand, the full potentialdG(u) in Eq. ~A16! limits large fluc-
tuations inu. Therefore, a more reasonable approximat
for ^u2(n21)& in beff is ~i! to preserve the relation̂u2(n21)&
}^u2&n21, but ~ii ! estimate the ‘‘proportionality constant
~i.e., the ratiô u2(n21)&/^u2&n21) using the expectation va
ues for theg50 case:

^u2(n21)&'gn21^u
2&n21, ~A17!

where the factorgn21 is defined as

gn21[
^u2(n21)&g50

^u2&g50
n21 ~A18!

and calculated numerically using Eq.~A16!. By substituting
Eq. ~A17! into ~A13!, beff can be approximated by

beff~N!'
Aeff

12pd1
4 (

n51

N

~2n11!~2n!~2n21!gn21F ^u2&
d1

2 Gn21

.

~A19!

For any givenN in ~A19!, Eq. ~A14! can be solved self
consistently for̂ u2& to obtainsCW(N). Figure 8~a! shows
the results of self-consistent solutions at differentN for the
CW roughnesssCW5A^u2& of the confined MC-rich/PF-rich
interface as a function ofd1. It is clear that the calculate
20540
is

-

n

curves converge with increasingN. Figure 8~b! compares the
convergent result forsCW of confined films~curve 3! against
the case ofdG(u)}u2 ~i.e., 2N52; curve 1!, which can be
considered as the extrapolation of the bulk behavior expe
for thicker films with the same interfacial tension. Als
shown in Fig. 8~b! is the roughnessA^u2&g50 ~curve 2!,
calculated directly from Eq.~A16!, that would be obtained if
the interfacial tension were absent and the fluctuations
u(r ) were governed completely by the full van der Waa
potentialdG(u).

Both the full potentialdG(u) and interfacial tensiong
contribute to the reduction of the CW roughness. Therefo
it is not surprising that curve 3, which takes into accou
both of these effects, lies below the other two curves in F
8~b!. A more important observation is that curve 3 displa
the expected crossover between ag-dominated regime a
larged1 and adG-dominated regime at smalld1. Figure 8~b!
shows that as the film thickness ord1 increases, the CW
roughness~curve 3! approaches the values expected from
unconfined, bulk behavior~curve 1!. On the other hand, a
d1 decreases and becomes comparable to the bulk valu
sCW, non-negligible reduction insCW expected from con-
finement becomes evident. Ford1,20 Å, the CW roughness
estimated here for the confined interface is smaller than
bulk value by a factor of 2 or more. The comparison betwe
curves 2 and 3 shows that this reduction insCW indeed origi-
nates from the dominance of the confining van der Wa
potential at smalld1.

Despite the physical plausibility of these results, it is a
important to note that the self-consistent CW roughn
sCW5A^u2& estimated above is still too large to explain th
small width experimentally observed for the MC-rich/P
rich interface. Curve 3 in Fig. 8~b!, which only takes into
account the CW roughness of the interface, still lies ab
the data points for the measured total widths2, to which
both sCW and the intrinsic widthw0 contribute~see Fig. 3!.
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